AMAGIC Textile Foils

Selection Guide

Largest Selection of Colors, Prints and Holographic Patterns In Stock!
**Silver, Gold & Clear Foils:**

- SS Bright Silver
- HB Pale Gold
- HC Bright Gold
- T3 Clear

**Roll Sizes:**
- 25x200ft
- 25x400ft
- 25x1000ft
- 25x2000ft

**Gold Shade Foils:**

- H4 Yellow Gold
- H5 Green Gold
- H7 Lemon Gold
- HF Autumn Gold

- HG Sunlight Gold
- HH Tinsel Gold
- HK Warm Gold
- HM Silver Gold

**Colored Foils:**

- B3 Blue
- B4 Dark Blue
- B5 Indigo
- BA Teal
- BB Lagoon Blue
- BC Royal Blue

- BD Navy Blue
- BE Powder Blue
- BF Seafoam
- BG Celestial Blue
- BH Sapphire Blue
- BJ Sky Blue

- BK Cobalt Blue
- BM Steel Blue
- BN Dolphin Blue
- CA Almond
- CB Pearl

- EA Sunset Orange
- EB Orange
- EC Pumpkin
- ED Terra Cotta
- EE Matte Orange
- EF Matte Sunset

- H3 Bronze
- H6 Brass
- HA Copper
- HD Matte Gold
- HE Maize
- HJ Antique Gold
HL Light Matte Gold | HN Rose Gold | HP Pink Gold | K1 Flat Black | K2 Metallic Black | K3 Jet Black
N1 Green | NA Peridot | NB Wintergreen | NC Lemongrass | ND Spring Green | NE Kiwi
NF Grass Green | NG Apple Green | NH Olive Green | NJ Lentil | NK Hunter Green | NL Combat Green
P1 Pink | PA Magenta | PB Matte Fuchsia | PC Light Rose | PE Matte Pink | PF Coral
PG Ultra Pink | PH Melon | PJ Hot Pink | PK Deep Pink | PL Bubblegum Pink | PM Millennial Pink
R4 Red | RA Burgundy | RB Strawberry | RC Merlot
S6 Pewter | SA Chrome | SB Matte Silver | SC Nickel | SD Gun Metal | SE Titanium
V2 Amethyst | VA Violet | VB Wisteria | VC Plum | VD Red Violet
VE Midnight Purple | VF Purple Rain | WA Wheat | WB Carmel | WC Burnt Sienna | WD Cinnamon

714-897-3978
Specialty Foils:

MCAA01 Rainbow
MCAA02 Rainbow
MCAA03 Rainbow
MCAA04 Rainbow
MCAA05 Rainbow
MCAA06 Rainbow
MCAA07 Rainbow
MCAA08 American
MCAA09 Rainbow
MCAA10 Rainbow
MCAA11 Rainbow
BGAB01 Water
S0AB01 Water
BOAC01 Marble
ROAC01 Marble
WAAC01 Marble
EBAD01 Roses
H3AD01 Roses
PEAD01 Roses
RAAD01 Roses
SOAD01 Roses
V2AD01 Roses
G0AE01 Striations
KAAE01 Striations
ROAE01 Striations
R1AE01 Striations
G0AG01 Cobblestone
NOAG01 Cobblestone
V0AG01 Cobblestone
MCAH01 Multi Dots
K0AJ01 Grand Prix
BCAK01 Leopard
H3AK01 Leopard
NAAK01 Leopard
P1AK01 Leopard
SSAK01 Leopard
V2AK01 Leopard
B3AL01 Tie Dye
E0AL01 Tie Dye
GOAL01 Tie Dye
NOAL01 Tie Dye
V0AL01 Tie Dye
BJCAMO Camouflage
G0CAMO Camouflage
NECAMO Camouflage
PMCAMO Camouflage
SOCAMO Camouflage
Largest Selection
Everything In Stock!

Holographic Foils:

- H3AK02 Holo Leopard
- SSBF66 Brushed Metal
- SOHP21 Shattered Glass
- BJHP38 Cracked Ice
- GOHP38 Cracked Ice
- PCHP38 Cracked Ice
- R4HP38 Cracked Ice
- SOHP38 Cracked Ice
- T3HP38 Clear Cracked Ice
- GOHP65 Sequins
- SOHP65 Sequins
- MCHP68 Kaleidoscope
- B3K101 Pebbles
- H3K101 Pebbles
- G0K114 Waterfall
- G0K114 Waterfall
- PDK114 Waterfall
- S0K114 Waterfall
- G0K162 Stars
- MCK162 Stars
- S0K162 Stars
- G0K62 Stars
- MCK62 Stars
- S0K62 Stars

Largest Selection
Application Settings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>Dwell Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stay under 305°F</td>
<td>Medium/Firm</td>
<td>8 - 15 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note about temperature: foil does not need temperature to work. Foil will transfer cold to packaging tape because the tape is tacky. The adhesive needs the temperature and time to become tacky. Check with your adhesive manufacturer for proper settings. However too much heat can damage the foil color and release capabilities. Avoid high heat.

1. Screen print your image with foil adhesive.
   a. Mesh count should be between 60 (24cm) and 110 (43 cm);
   b. Smart tip: make sure your screen is at proper tension;
   c. Smart tip: a thicker than normal EOM stencil will result in better coverage;
   d. Smart tip: mix your adhesive thoroughly to soften before adding to the screen;
   e. Smart tip: sheer (don’t push) the adhesive through the screen;
2. Suggested Print Processes:
   a. Print > flash > print > smoothing screen or;
   b. Two print strokes > smoothing screen.
3. Place the textile foil, color side up, over the area chosen to be foiled.
4. Using the above heat press settings, transfer the foil.
5. Use a soft cloth to rub the foil lightly and then peel the foil away, warm or cold peel.

This is a typical transfer process. We recommend you test the suitability of our foil for the field of application intended and under the transferring conditions at your facility. Adjust appropriately until desired results are achieved.

---

AMAGIC Foil Adhesive

- PVC / Phthalate/ Formaldehyde free for safety & compliance
- Soft hand for high-end fashion;
- Crisp edge definition for a clean look;
- Easy to print and production friendly;
- Smooth foil peel, like butter;
- Excellent wash resistance, for long lasting wear;
- Low transfer temp, protects the foil color and shine during transfer.

---

About Us

AMAGIC Textile Foils / K Laser Technology (USA), a division of K Laser Technology, is a leading manufacturer of holographic foils, and films for design enhancement, brand authentication and consumer packaging. For over 20 years we have been delivering high quality, cost-effective and customer-oriented solutions that meet our customers' design objectives.